
Utility Macros
These macros are utility macros which can be used anywhere

sorted-children macro — used for displaying lists of child pages
blog-archive macro — used to display a nested list of blog posts and optionally excerpts.
blog-calendar macro — used to display a calendar view of available blogposts.
blog-list macro — used to display a list of blog posts and excerpts.
blog-rss-feed macro — used to generate an rss feed link included in the header of the builder theme.
blog-rss macro — used to display a list of blog posts in rss format.
builder-hide macro — used to hide content in specific contexts, modes and other filters
builder-logo macro — displays the logo applicable to the location being viewed
builder-show macro — used to show content in specific contexts, modes and other filters
builder-spacetitle macro — returns either the name of the currently displayed space or the site title
create-child macro — used for automatically creating child pages.
import macro — imports the contents of another page into the current page
list-* macros — render a bullet-point list of content matching the given search criteria
list-spaces macro — allows you to generate an unordered list of spaces
move-to macro — used to move a chunk of content from one place on the screen to another.
page-state-interface macro
pagetree2 macro
set-flag macro — This macro defines a flag and sets its state to either true or false.
use-layout macro — This macro allows you to automatically change the layout used for a specific page, optionally latching that layout for the rest 
of the user's session.
with-* macros — render a block of wiki markup in the context of another page
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